
THE NEW ŠKODA 

FABIA
           ACCESSORIES



THE NEW FABIA.
BALANCED MIX  
OF ELEGANCE  
AND PRACTICALITY.
With the arrival of its fourth generation, the ŠKODA FABIA 

has grown in every way and now offers customers more 

interior space and a much larger boot. This has also expanded 

its range of potential customers – no longer primarily a city 

car or a second car, the all-new FABIA can also play the role 

of a family’s main car. 
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SPORT & DESIGN
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Pedal covers - stainless steel
5E1 064 205 | DQ
5E1 064 200 | MQ

SHOW YOUR STYLE 
Finetune FABIA to your wishes. Stylish range of ŠKODA Genuine Accessories  
changes the look of your vehicle. Seemingly minor details of the sports and design  
elements create a pleasantly unique style.

Decorative front bumper strip - chromed * 
6VA 071 004 | 3 pcs

Decorative rear bumper strip - chromed *
6VE 071 004 | 3 pcs 

Exterior mirror caps - black metallic
6VA 072 530 F9R
6VA 072 530A F9R | with Side View Assist

 * available later
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Decorative door sill strips - with stainless steel insert
6VA 071 303A | front

Decorative door sill strips - stainless steel
6VA 071 303 | front 

Decorative door sill foils 3D
6VA 071 310 | front 

DECORATIVE DOOR  
SILL STRIPS AND FOILS

There are two immediate benefits of decorative 
door sill strips and foils. Not only do they enhance 
the impression of the interior as passengers enter 
the car, but they also protect the door sills from 
dirt and scuffs.

Decorative door sill strips 
with stainless steel insert

Decorative door sill strips  
stainless steel

Decorative door sill foils 3D



WHEELS
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DID YOU KNOW… 
… that all our wheels are subjected to rigorous 
ŠKODA homologation testing to prove their 
resistance to corrosion, weather and strain-
stress? Moreover, alloy wheels are protected 
by a layer of heavy-duty coating. 

Snow chains
000 091 387AN | for 14" wheels 
000 091 387BP  | for 15" wheels 
000 091 387BQ | for 16" wheels * 

ASSEMBLY 
MANUAL * available later
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PROCYON
light-alloy wheel 7J x 17" ET51  
for 215/45 R17 tyre

6VA 071 497F 8Z8 | silver metallic

16"

PROCYON
light-alloy wheel 7J x 17" ET51  
for 215/45 R17 tyre

6VA 071 497C QXJ | black metallic, red

PROCYON
light-alloy wheel 7J x 17" ET51  
for 215/45 R17 tyre

6VA 071 497D HA7 | anthracite metallic brushed

PROXIMA
light-alloy wheel 6J x 16" ET45  
for 195/55 R16 tyre

6VA 071 496B HA7 | anthracite metallic brushed

PROXIMA
light-alloy wheel 6J x 16" ET45  
for 195/55 R16 tyre

6VA 071 496C FL8 | black metallic brushed

RIEGEL *
light-alloy wheel 7J x 17" ET51  
for 215/45 R17 tyre

6VA 071 497 8Z8 | silver metallic

RIEGEL *
light-alloy wheel 7J x 17" ET51  
for 215/45 R17 tyre

6VA 071 497A FL8 | black metallic brushed

RIEGEL *
light-alloy wheel 7J x 17" ET51  
for 215/45 R17 tyre

6VA 071 497B QXJ | black metallic, red

LIBRA
light-alloy wheel 7J x 18" ET51  
for 215/40 R18 tyre

6VA 071 498 8Z8 | silver metallic brushed

18" 17"

CANIS
light-alloy wheel 6J x 16" ET45  
for 195/55 R16 tyre

6VA 071 496D 8Z8 | silver metallic 

CANIS
light-alloy wheel 6J x 16" ET45  
for 195/55 R16 tyre

6VA 071 496E FL8 | black metallic

The product consists of a lightweight alloy wheel (including a wheel-centre cap with the ŠKODA logo).May be used with snow chains  * available later

URSUS
light-alloy wheel 6J x 16" ET45  
for 195/55 R16 tyre

6VA 071 496 8Z8 | silver metallic
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WHEEL CARE PACKAGE
For the car the wheels are as important as the shoes are for people.  
No matter if your ŠKODA car is wearing stylish, sports or function shoes, 
our WHEEL CARE PACKAGE (wheel covers, valve caps, safety bolts)  
offers a number of products that will make your wheels even more 
attractive and unique. 

Covers for the complete set of wheels
000 073 900L

Safety bolts
000 071 597C

HADAR
light-alloy wheel 5.5J x 15" ET40  
for 185/65 R15 tyre

6VA 071 495 8Z8 | silver metallic

HADAR
light-alloy wheel 5.5J x 15" ET40  
for 185/65 R15 tyre

6VA 071 495A FL8 | black metallic

15"

CALISTO
hub covers for 15" steel wheels 
6VA 071 455

FLAIR
hub covers for 14" steel wheels 
6V0 071 454

HUB COVERS

14"

URSUS
light-alloy wheel 6J x 16" ET45  
for 195/55 R16 tyre

6VA 071 496A FL8 | black metallic brushed

16"

Bolt covers for wheels  
without safety bolts:
1Z0 071 215 7ZS | silver metallic 
1Z0 071 215 UZ7 | grey gloss 
1Z0 071 215 9B9 | black gloss
1Z0 071 215 Z37 | grey matt 
1Z0 071 215 01C | black matt

Bolt covers for wheels  
with safety bolts:
1Z0 071 215A Z37 | grey matt  
1Z0 071 215A 01C | black matt 

Bolt covers

HUB COVERS

15"

Decorative valve caps *  
000 071 215C

Decorative valve caps *  
green emblem ŠKODA Motorsport
000 071 215H **

May be used with snow chains  ** available later          * cannot be used for vehicles with Active TPMS



CONNECTIVITY
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Adapter USB-C  
to USB-A 3.0
000 051 443J

MyŠKODA
ŠKODA CONNECT AND OTHER DIGITAL 
SERVICES IN YOUR POCKET

Driving your ŠKODA isn’t just about driving. It’s the functions, the features, and 
the personal touches that add up to a brilliant experience. It’s the music you play 
on the way to your destination. It’s the security of knowing that great support is 
never more than a few taps away. Your ŠKODA vehicle is your everyday companion 
– and thanks to MyŠKODA application you can go even further in interaction with 
your vehicle. Use the application to remotely check the status of the vehicle, lock 
or unlock it, or display its parking position. Benefit from statistical insights into 
your last trip, and use them to plan a more efficient route next time. It offers also 
insight to the vehicle manual, quick tips for using the vehicle and its accessories or 
possibility to interact with your preferred service partner, with a number of further 
functions just waiting to be explored. With MyŠKODA application in place, your car 
remains under your control at all times. The application is available for download on 
App Store (iOS) and Google Play (Android). ŠKODA Connect features are available 
based on ordered service bundle: Infotainment Online or Care Connect.

Connecting cable USB
Micro | 5JA 051 446J 
Mini | 5JA 051 446H 
Apple | 5E0 051 510E
USB C to USB A | 565 051 510
 

Voice control
000 054 802B

MyŠKODA



COMFORT  
      & UTILITY                                 
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ALL-WEATHER MATS

Thanks to their practical smart design and material they perfectly protect the floor from mud, dirt and water. 
With these mats you will be able to enjoy your ride in the terrain with an easy conscience. 

All-weather mat over tunnel
6VA 061 580

All-weather foot mats
6VB 061 500 | LHD
6VC 061 500 | RHD
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TEXTILE MATS 

Textile foot mats make the vehicle interior more comfortable, whilst also offering greater protection to the floor. 
The mats with no-slip surface capture dirt as well as moisture. They reduce the noise level inside the vehicle, 
thereby increasing the comfort of the driver when travelling.

Textile foot mats Standard
6VB 061 404 | LHD
6VC 061 404 | RHD

Textile foot mats Prestige - double nubuck
6VB 061 270 | LHD
6VC 061 270 | RHD

Mud flaps - rear
6VE 075 101

Mud flaps - front
6VA 075 111COMFORT AND PRACTICALITY

Footrest “Lounge step”
000 061 141A | 2-piece set

The front and rear mud flaps protect the lower areas of the vehicle 
body from dirt and damage caused by stones and debris striking 
them. Mud flaps are useful especially in winter, when the corrosive 
salt that is spread on the roads generally sticks to the mud flaps 
rather than to the vehicle body.

Practical and stylish footrest ‚“Lounge Step‘‘ is completely in line 
with the interior design of your vehicle while increasing the travelling 
comfort of the useŕ s legs and feet.
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Protective door sill foils - transparent  
6VA 071 310A | rear

PROTECTIVE DOOR 
SILL FOILS

Two piece protective foils perfectly follow the 
contours of the vehicle, are an original feature which 
protect the paintwork around the door sills from dirt.

Smart holder – hanger
000 061 127F

Smart holder – hook
3V0 061 126

Smart holder – multimedia holder
3V0 061 129

Smart holder - adapter
3V0 061 128

SMART HOLDER 
COMFORT PACK

Comfort Pack lite | 000 061 122N
Smart holder - adapter (2 pcs)
Smart holder - hook
Smart holder - multimedia holder
Smart holder - hanger

Comfort Pack M | 000 061 122E
Smart holder - adapter (2 pcs)
Smart holder - hook
Smart holder - multimedia holder
Smart holder - hanger
Door panel bin | black

Door panel bin
5JA 061 107 9B9 | black

Loading edge protection foil 
6VE 061 197

LOADING EDGE  
PROTECTIVE FOIL

These foils fully comply with the requirements for protection of car body 
paint from mechanical damage. The practical transparent foil from quality 
polyurethane, bonded by a self-adhesive layer to the loading edge of the 
rear bumper, reliably protects the bumper from minor abrasions  
and scratches caused by loading and unloading of transported items.
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Net under parcel shelf
6VE 065 110C

Sun shade - panoramic sunroof
6VA 064 365

The panoramic roof is a popular feature that makes 
the interior light and airy. However, there are times 
when the car’s occupants will appreciate something 
to block out the light from above – when the sun is 
beating down a bit too harshly, for example. 

This is why ŠKODA Genuine Accessories offer  
a practical sun shade. And when it’s not needed,  
it can simply be folded up and stored in a net  
under parcel shelf.

PANORAMIC ROOF
SUN SHADE

Netting system with pocket 
6VE 065 110 | black 
6VE 065 110A | grey 
6VE 065 110B | black, for false boot floor

Multifunctional pocket 
654 061 103

Netting system and Multifunctional pocket are  
a practical and attractive addition to the luggage 
compartment. It secures transported items and 
luggage in place, and prevents them from sliding 
around while the vehicle is in motion.

TAMING THE LUGGAGE 
COMPARTMENT
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Flexi compartment
6V0 061 104A

Boot bag
DMK 770 003

Universal fixing element
6V0 061 104EASY AND COMFORTABLE 

TRANSPORT

For easy transport you can use a number of products 
such as the netting system, various fixing elements or 
the luggage compartment bag. 

You will appreciate all the solutions for protecting 
your boot, for example the carpet and the plastic tray. 

Double-sided boot mat
6VE 061 163

False boot floor
6VE 061 261

Splitting element for aluminium partition
000 017 254A

Boot dish
6VE 061 162

Aluminium partition for boot dish
565 017 254

BOOT DISH 

The boot dish fits perfectly in the luggage 
compartment to protect it from getting dirty. 
The dish can be equipped with an aluminium 
partition complemented by the Splitting 
element for aluminium partitition, enabling you 
to split the space according to your needs.  
It creates a space to stow items which you 
need to have on hand or that you may need to 
keep separate from the rest of your luggage.
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Ice scraper
000 096 010E

Brush
000 096 011D

SMART STORAGE

Use these spaces to store practical iteams from ŠKODA 
Genuine Accessories for you travelling of any season  
of the year.

Ashtray to cupholder
000 061 142B

Umbrella
000 087 600G 9B9

Door panel bin 
5JA 061 107 9B9 | black 
5JA 061 107 WC4 | beige

LED lamp - 12 V
000 069 690L
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Thermo-electric cooling box - 20l
000 065 400G

THERMOELECTRIC COOLING BOXES

PORTABLE COFFEE MAKER

Thanks to the cooling box you can always have cold drinks, fruit, 
snacks or anything that revives you on hand in your car. The 
thermo-electric cooling box‘s utility and versatility makes it the 
ideal accessory for any ŠKODA vehicle to make your life that little 
bit easier when travelling from A to B. It is indispensable both on 
long car journeys and for food that needs to be kept cool when 
you do your daily shopping. Available in 15L and 20L variant.

You will surely welcome the simple, lightweight, elegant and 
above all compact itinerary coffee machine. With this coffee 
machine, you can enjoy your favourite espresso wherever 
you want to. This portable coffee maker is compatible with 
Nespresso aluminium capsules.

Portable coffee maker
000 069 641D

Thermo-electric cooling/warming box - 15l
5L0 065 400



TRANSPORT
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TOWARDS ADVENTURE  
AND BEYOND 
 Do you know the feeling of endless freedom and joy of the upcoming 
adventure? Set out to the unknown only with good quality gear. 
When it comes to really large or unwieldy items, there’s nothing 
better than a trailer and a tow bar that lets you hitch it onto your car. 
You can choose a variety of them from ŠKODA Genuine Accessories.

Towbar - detachable
6VE 092 155 

Towbar rack for 3 bicycles
000 071 105P | LHD 
000 071 105Q | RHD

BICYCLE CARRIER 
FOR TOWBAR
The bicycle carrier for towbar is ideal solution for tow bar 
equipped vehicles and provides you with hassle-free and 
convenient handling of your bicycles. Its elegant style and solid 
design complements the look of ŠKODA vehicles perfectly. 
Available for two as well as three bicycles.

Towbar adapter - from 13-pin to 7-pin socket
EAZ 000 001A

Towbar rack for 2 bicycles
000 071 105F | LHD 
000 071 105C | RHD

Towbar - non-detachable 
6VE 092 101

ASSEMBLY 
MANUAL
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Roof rack bag 
000 071 156

BASIC ROOF RACK 

Basic roof rack
6VE 071 126

The new ŠKODA roof racks have been developed with aerodynamically 
optimized bars especially for the new FABIA. Low profile of the bars 
reduces aerodynamic drag and minimizes noise levels to give you  
a pleasant feeling of driving the new ŠKODA FABIA.

ASSEMBLY 
MANUAL

Bicycle rack 
000 071 128P | aluminium 
000 071 128D | stainless steel

BICYCLE RACK

Are you going on a cycling holiday? Transport your  
bicycles safely with the original carrier without  
damaging the vehicle and without compromising  
its driving characteristics. 
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LOCKABLE SKI  
AND SNOWBOARD RACK 

Are you going to the mountains? This Lockable ski or snowboard 
rack - slide-out is a safe solution for the transportation of your skis or 
snowboard on the car roof. It can carry 4 pairs of skis or 2 snowboards. 
It has been ŠKODA tested for load and safety. 

Ski and snowboard rack
000 071 129AA

Ski and snowboard rack  
– slide-out *
000 071 129AC

 * available later
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Roof box 400L
000 071 175D | black

ROOF BOX 400L

Enjoy larger capacity and easier loading with the roof box ŠKODA. It will enable you to transport up to 6 pairs of skis or 5 snowboards.  
Thanks to increased overall volume 400 l, it can hold everything you need on your trip.

Roof box 400L
000 071 175C | silver 

The roof box is accessible from both sides 
for comfortable loading and unloading  
of the transported gear. 

Volume   400L 
   6 pairs of skis or
   5 pcs snowboards
Weight   24,9 kg
Load capacity  75 kg
Dimensions  215 x 95 x 35 cm
Color   black | silver
Mounting system  T-groove 

Its advanced aerodynamic shape reduces both the fuel consumption and wind noise, while its design perfectly compliments the ŠKODA design 
language. With UV protection, which will ensure that it will always look like new.

ASSEMBLY 
MANUAL
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Volume   380L 
   5 pairs of skis or
   4 pcs snowboards
Weight   18 kg
Load capacity  75 kg
Dimensions  215 x 80 x 35 cm
Color   black | white | grey
Mounting system T-groove, U-bolts

ROOF BOX 380L

Roof box 380L 
5L6 071 175A | black 

Roof box 380L 
5L6 071 175B | white

Roof box 380L
5L6 071 175 | silver 



SAFETY
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SAFETY IN THE 
FIRST PLACE 
We care about you, your loved ones as well as your pets. 
Choose from the collection of safety accessories for the 
whole family. 

Each type of child safety seat from the ŠKODA Genuine 
Accessories passes through a series of rigorous tests, 
including EuroNCAP crash tests and tests for flame 
resistance, content of harmful substances,  
wear resistance, and the quality of the coating.

Baby mirror
000 072 549F  | grey 
000 072 549D | black

BABY-SAFE2 i-SIZE child seat * 
(0–13 kg, 4-point seat belt)
000 019 906T 

BABY-SAFE2 i-SIZE child seat base 
(Use with the child seat Baby-Safe2 i-Size) 
000 019 729K

DUO PLUS child seat *
(9–18 kg, 4-point seat belt)
000 019 906AA

KIDFIX2 R child seat *
(15–36 kg, 4-point seat belt)
000 019 906AB

Protective pad 
under child seat
000 019 819A

* Only for vehicles equipped with ISOFIX child seat mounts.
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Loading edge protection mat - warning elements 
57A 071 336

LOADING EDGE PROTECTIVE 
MAT – WARNING ELEMENTS

This product provides optimum protection for the rear bumper as 
well as the loading edge. It is ideal for loading and unloading sharp, 
heavy or bulky items. Thanks to warning features at the bottom,  
the protective mat can also play a warning role, alerting other 
drivers that the car is stopped.

PROTECTION  
OF THE REAR SEATS 

The practical back seat covers protect your vehicle 
interior from damage and soiling. Their size can be 
adapted to cover only one half of the back seats. 

Rear seat protection
3V0 061 680

Dog safety belt 
000 019 409A | size S 
000 019 409B  | size M 
000 019 409C  | size L 
000 019 409D  | size XL
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Rear parking camera
6VE 054 634

Rear parking sensor
6VE 054 630

Spare wheel set
6VA 093 860

Number plate holder 
000 071 800M

Tow rope
GAA 500 001

Reflective safety vest
000 093 056L  |  yellow
000 093 056K  |  orange

Warning triangle
GGA 700 001A

Number plate pad 
KEA 075 004

Number plate holder - ŠKODA Motorsport
000 071 800N

PREPARE YOURSELF  
FOR ANY OCCASION 
Each country have its own laws regarding which equipment must
be carried in a vehicle. These products are just one of many items that
you may need in your car in some emergency case. Shown accessories
also can be used in different ways.

For example If you have a puncture on your commute or during 
an outing, the spare wheel set will prove to be invaluable.
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Car care kit 
000 096 356F

2-in-1 Display cleaner
000 096 311T

Car cosmetic 
For the details check our car cosmetics catalogue (QR code in right corner).

2-in-1 Refill pack
000 096 311AA

CAR COSMETIC

First aid box
3T0 093 108B

Foldable snow showel
5L0 099 320

Spare bulb and fuse set
6VA 052 000
6VA 052 000A

This practical set comprises a cleaning agent 
and a high-quality cleaning cloth in a modern, 
minimalist design – a 2-in-1 that thoroughly 
cleans the screen, keeping it looking 
impeccable. The cleaning fluid and microfibre 
cloth ensure that any dirt or annoying 
fingerprints are completely removed.

2-IN-1 DISPLAY CLEANER
200 ml refill liquid for display 
cleaner. The refill bottle has 
an easy to use refill nozzle.

2-IN-1 REFILL PACK

Multi-purpose cosmetic care kit includes:  
All in One Universal Cleaner, Dashboard Care, 
Wheel Rim Cleaning Gel, Wax Polish. 

With a wheel brush and cleaning cloth  
to keep your car gleaming – and preserve  
its colour. All items come in a handy textile  
bag for convenient on-the-go. 

CAR COSMETIC KIT



EXPERIENCE















ŠKODA Genuine Accessories are offered by ŠKODA as optional extras at additional charges. Colours, 
designs and materials may differ from those in the illustrations. Information such as specifications, 

appearance, performance, dimensions, weight, fuel consumption and operating costs relating to the 
illustrated vehicles and products is based on information available at the time of printing this document, 

and ŠKODA AUTO reserves the right to change these data.
Correct rim and tyre size combinations are available in the Registration Certificate and/or from your dealer. 
When choosing snow-chains, make sure to follow the indication in your car‘s certificate of roadworthiness. 

Wheels depicted on the cars may not be part of the available range. 
Please contact your ŠKODA Partner for information as to which products are available and suitable for your 

model, what restrictions apply, the installation times required and costs. Subject to change without notice. 
Vehicle parameters such as weight, rolling resistance and aerodynamics may vary depending on additional 

equipment and accessories (attachments, tyre sizes, etc.) and may, together with weather, traffic conditions 
and individual driving styles, affect fuel consumption, electricity consumption, CO₂ emissions and other 

performance parameters. ŠKODA Genuine Accessories are not used to determine consumption and 
emission levels, and can therefore only be fitted after the vehicle’s first registration.

For further information please visit us at  
www.skoda-auto.com

FABIA/ENG/29/2021

MyŠKODA App
Enjoy full control of your car.
Download MyŠKODA and access 
all necessary features anytime, 
whether it’s driving data, fuel 
range, planning a route or even 
where you last parked.

Your authorised ŠKODA partner:
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